
•The explosive growth of internet usage brings with it a huge demand in bandwidth

capabilities. This has forced the computer communication industry to continually

push the limits to improve line speed, density and power consumption of

communication links.

•The design of these links is a highly complex task, where multiple objectives such as

cost, performance and power must be weighed to create a competitive product. This

poster describes and demonstrates how the Design of Experiments and Response

Surface Modeling techniques were used to answer design problems, to quantify

manufacturing variation and estimate Yield performance. This effort resulted in the

industry’s first 100 Gigabit Ethernet CMOS PHY chipset.

•Design a high speed 28G-VSR computer interface or link with a low probability of 

bit errors.

•We utilized SiSoft’s advanced computer interface

simulation techniques to virtually construct and test

many different configurations.

•Utilizing past experience, 9 factors were selected to

explore the space: 3 design factors and 6

manufacturing factors (uncontrolled). Factor Details.

•Most of the factors are discrete and a full factorial

design required 26,244 simulations which would take

58 hours of compute time.

•A D-Optimal RSM model with 171 runs (3 times the

minimum) were used to sample the factor space.

This required only 20 minutes of compute time.

•A RSM model was used which yielded excellent fits

on the eye height and width.
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•A data rate of 28 Giga-bits per second (Gbps) means that the receiver of the link has

only ~35 ps to decide if a 1 or 0 was sent.

•One measure of the goodness of a link is the voltage eye diagram inner height and

width. The lower spec limit for eye height and width is 200 mV and 20 ps

respectively. Additionally a PPM limit of 1000 is desired.

•The Prediction Profiler was used to predict the worst

case operating conditions. Two of the design factors

(printed circuit board (PCB) layer and via anti-pad

size) were used to improve the worst case

performance.

•The Simulator was utilized to assign distributions to

the manufacturing factors and to quantify the

probability of the worst case condition occurring

through PPM analysis.

•The upper limit of the PCB trace length, the most

signification of the factors and the last design factor,

was reduced to 5.4 inches which yielded a PPM of

around 1087.

• It has been demonstrated that the design of a challenging state of the art computer

system can be greatly enhance by utilizing Design of Experiments and response

surface modeling. Alternative methods of design space exploration require many

more manual decisions which can often lead to sub-optimal results.

•Utilizing this methodology, the round trip analysis from the design of the

experiment to the analysis typically takes only minutes. This allows for the

designer to quickly iterate designs to balance trade-offs and inform design

decisions. SiSoft has worked closely with JMP to integrate the tools to allows for

this analysis.
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28G VSR Channel Diagram
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Eye Diagram
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Factor Details

•Full factorial design requires

26,244 simulations which

would take 58 hours of

compute time.

•A D-Optimal RSM model with

171 runs (3 times the

minimum) were used to

sample the factor space. This

required only 20 minutes of

compute time.
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JMP/SiSoft Analysis Flow
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Model Fit Summary
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Analysis Details
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